
Taking drip and sprinkler irrigation system from research station to
commercial Farm through Cost sharing Mechanism

Lhap Dorji, Tshering Penjor, Dorji Wangmo, Pema Thinlay and Choki NimaIn order to develop appropriate farming technology to help improve efficient watermanagement and utilization especially when we are faced with challenges of insufficientwater, ARDC Wengkhar began working on use of water use efficient technology such asdrip and sprinkler for irrigation. The use of these technologies to further improve itsefficiency, the center attempted to add an automation feature to existing drips andsprinklers by using an open source apps called Open Sprinkler connected to the internetand enable its operation through smart phones thereby promoting ICT  tools to benefitcommercial farms and research centres.In 2016-17, with supports of the Commercial Agriculture Resilient and LivelihoodEnhancement Program (CARLEP – IFAD) the centre established the system at the ARDCWengkhar for long term use in research and demonstration. Parallel to the on station work,an on farm replication to assess its effectiveness in farmers field and use it fordemonstration to other farmers also began. The on demonstration was set up at theLhawang Integrated vegetables and fruit Commercial Farm in Khalangzi, under Chali Geogof Mongar.Since such establishments incur a higher cost, the establishment of the on farmdemonstration was done on a cost sharing mechanism with the private farm. The irrigationsystem established for both research and demonstration purpose costs more than Nu.234,000 covering about 4.5 acres in which the beneficiary contributed about 70 % and theremaining 30 % was met from CARLEP IFAD support to ARDC Wengkhar with freetechnical assistance from the support services program at ARDC Wengkhar led by PrincipalResearch Officer, Tshering Penjor. The main components of the irrigation system are watertank constructed at a higher elevation usually at the top of the field connected to a reliablesource of water. Pipe networks link the tank with the solar powered Open Sprinkler appsset up that controls and distribute water through a series of pipe lines connected with dripheads for each fruit tree and sprinklers for vegetable blocksWith this, the centre was able to replicate the technology for the first time in a commercialfarm. The particular farm to take up the first on farm promotion of the irrigation systemwas based on the suitability of the system where there are commercial crops existing,nearness to the research centre that can enable frequent monitoring and attend to shortcomings, potentials of the beneficiary to share cost and easy access to the farm by allespecially farmers. The ARDC and the farm mutually agreed that the farm be accessible toothers for which the farm is also supported with other production inputs such as fruit



saplings supported from the Horticulture Research and Development Post Project Programand vegetable inputs from the CARLEP – IFAD support.These arrangements were essential to kick start study of the effectiveness of the innovationfor its intended purpose in integrated fruits and vegetables commercial production. Sincethe inception of the farm, two years ago many farmers visited the farm which can enablethe recently established irrigation system to be observed by the visitors. More than 100farmers have so far visited the farm making observations in commercial farming andvarious farming technology options taken up by the farm including the irrigation set up.
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